Chapter 1 Patient Examination
=============================

1.1 - Intraocular Pressure (IOP) and Tonometry
----------------------------------------------

The intraocular pressure (IOP) in the population is approximately normally distributed with a right skew. The mean IOP in normal adult populations is estimated at 15-16 mmHg, with a standard deviation of nearly 3.0 mmHg[@CR1]. Traditionally, normal IOP has been defined as two standard deviations above normality, i.e. 21 mmHg, and any IOP above this level is considered to be elevated. The level of IOP is a major risk factor for the development of glaucoma and its progression. For example, the risk of having glaucoma for those with IOP measurements of 26 mmHg or greater is estimated to be 12 times higher than that for those with IOP within the normal range[@CR1].

IOP diurnal variations can be substantial and are larger in glaucoma patients than in healthy individuals. Evaluating the IOP at different times of the day can be useful in selected patients \[II,D\].

### 1.1.1 Methods of measurement (tonometry)

Tonometry is based on the relationship between the intraocular pressure and the force necessary to deform the natural shape of the cornea by a given amount (except Dynamic Contour Tonometry, see below). Corneal biomechanical properties, such as thickness and elasticity, can affect the IOP measurements ([Table 1.1](#bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguidelinesTB1){ref-type="table"}). Tonometers can be described as contact or non-contact. Some instruments are portable and hand-held (e.g., Icare, Tonopen).

#### 1.1.1.1 Goldmann applanation tonometry (GAT)

The most frequently used instrument, and the current reference standard \[I,D\], is the Goldmann applanation tonometer (GAT), mounted at the slit lamp[@CR11]. The method involves illumination of the biprism tonometer head with a blue light (obtained using a cobalt filter) that is used to flatten the anesthetised cornea which has fluorescein in the tear film. The scaled knob on the side of the instrument is then turned until the inner border of the two hemi-circles of fluorescent tear meniscus, visualized through each prism, just touch ([Fig. 1.1](#bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguidelinesF1){ref-type="fig"}). There are potential problems of using GAT in that contact with the tear film and the cornea may raise concerns regarding transmissible disease. Chemical disinfection and disposable tonometer heads are used with the hope to reduce the risk of cross infection \[I,D\].

Errors with GAT can be due to incorrect technique ([Fig. 1.2](#bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguidelinesF2){ref-type="fig"}) and to the biological variability of the eye and orbit. Of particular note is the influence of the central corneal thickness (CCT). A tight collar or tie, Valsalva's manoeuvre, breath-holding, squeezing the lids or the examiner touching the lids can all falsely increase the IOP reading.

#### 1.1.1.2 Alternative tonometers (in alphabetical order):

[Table 1.2](#bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguidelinesTB2){ref-type="table"} below summarises the comparisons of IOP between other tonometers and GAT. A substantial proportion of IOP results differ by more than 2 mmHg[@CR12]. A complete list of all available technologies is beyond the scope of the guidelines.

-   [Dynamic contour tonometry (DCT, or Pascal)]{.ul}

    This slit-lamp mounted instrument contains a sensor tip with concave surface contour and a miniaturized pressure sensor. The result and a quality score measure are provided digitally. This technique is reportedly less influenced by corneal thickness than GAT. The DCT additionally measures the ocular pulse amplitude (OPA) which is the difference between the mean systolic and the mean diastolic IOP[@CR13].

-   [Non-contact tonometry (NCT)]{.ul}

    The NCT or air puff tonometry uses a rapid air pulse to flatten the cornea, thus working on the same basic principle as the Goldmann tonometer. The advantages include speed, no need for topical anaesthesia and no direct contact with the eye. There are several models available in the market. Some patients have found the air puff uncomfortable. There is currently insufficient evidence to replace GAT with non-contact tonometry[@CR19], [@CR20].

-   [Ocular Response Analyser (ORA)]{.ul}

    The ORA utilises air-puff technology to record two applanation measurements, one while the cornea is moving inward, and the other as the cornea returns. The average of these two IOP values provides a Goldmann-correlated IOP measurement (IOP). The difference between these two IOP readings is called Corneal Hysteresis (CH), a result of viscous damping in the corneal tissue. The CH measurement provides a basis for two additional new parameters: Corneal-Compensated Intraocular Pressure (IOP~G~) and Corneal Resistance Factor (CRF). The IOP is a measurement that is less affected by the corneal properties. Four good quality readings per eye are recommended[@CR21] \[II,D\].

-   [Ocuton S]{.ul}

    The Ocuton S is a self-measurement applanation tonometer that calculates and displays the IOP value automatically through direct contact of the measuring prism with the cornea. Topical anaesthetic is required[@CR26], [@CR27].

-   [Pneumatonometry]{.ul}

    The pneumatonometer relies on the Mackay-Marg principle and measures intraocular pressure noninvasively through applanation tonometry[@CR28].

    The sensing unit of the pneumatonometer, covered with a Silastic diaphragm, pressurized air flows constantly through an opening centrally into the space between the nozzle and the diaphragm. When in contact with the cornea, the pressure of the airstream is increased and this increment is converted into IOP. This raises the pressure of the air stream in the central chamber, and this increment is converted into IOP[@CR29]. Measured values are usually higher than with GAT[@CR30], this technique can be useful for non cooperating, bedridden patients or infants.

-   [Rebound tonometry (lcare)]{.ul}

    The rebound tonometer is a simple portable device. Although it is a contact tonometer topical anaesthetic drops are not required and the tonometer has a disposable tip to minimise the risk of cross-infection. The device processes the rebound movement of a rod probe resulting from its interaction with the eye; rebound increases (shorter duration of impact) as the IOP increases.

    Six measurements are taken to provide accurate measurement results. The rebound tonometer can be particularly useful in children \[II,C\]. The Icare ONE Home device is a variation that has been designed for self tonometry[@CR31].

-   [Tono-Pen]{.ul}

    The Tono-Pen is a hand-held portable tonometer that determines IOP by making contact with the cornea (central contact is recommended) through a probe tip, causing applanation/indentation of a small area. Topical anaesthetic eye drops are used. After four valid readings are obtained the averaged measurement is given together with the standard error[@CR36].

Both the Icare and Tono-Pen are useful for patients with corneal disease and surface irregularity as the area of contact is small \[II,C\].

-   [Transpalpebral tonometry]{.ul}

    This type of tonometry includes devices that measure IOP through the eyelid avoiding direct corneal contact. The Diaton^®^ tonometer is a hand held, pen like, portable device applying this principle. The pressure-phosphene tonometer (PPT) (Proview^®^) has been developed as a self measurement tonometer. The threshold pressure for creating a phosphene (perception of light) associated with the localised indentation is the estimated IOP. There is insufficient evidence to replace GAT by transpalpebral tonometry[@CR39] \[I,D\].

-   [Triggerfish^®^ (Sensimed)]{.ul} has a sensor embedded in a contact lens, based on strain gauges claimed to record changes in the area of the corneo-scleral junction. There is no evidence to support the use of this device in clinical practice[@CR44].

### 1.1.2 Intraocular pressure and central corneal thickness

Central corneal thickness (CCT) influences GAT readings ([Table 1.1](#bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguidelinesTB1){ref-type="table"}). However, there is no agreement as to whether there is a validated and useful correction algorithm for GAT and CCT. The normal distribution of CCT is 540 ±30 µm (mean +/- SD)[@CR45].

CCT variations after corneal refractive surgery make difficult to interpret GAT[@CR46]. A record of pre-operative CCT is helpful to manage patients undergoing refractive surgery \[II,D\].

Except for unusual circumstances, there is no evidence to support the use of methods alternative to Goldmann applanation tonometry for the routine management of patients suspected of having, or that do have, glaucoma.

Technique of Goldmann Applanation Tonometry.

![*When there is contact between the tonometer prism (left) and the cornea, the stained tear meniscus can be observed through the prism*.](bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguideline.001f01){#bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguidelinesF1}

![*Correct technique (A): the prism is correctly aligned to the centre of the cornea and the applied pressure is then adjusted until the inner part of the semicircles touch each other. When the reading is taken before the semicircles are aligned as in (A), the applanation pressure will not correspond correctly to the IOP shown on the dial (B). Incorrect alignment can combine with incorrect amount of fluorescein, adding error on error (C)*.](bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguideline.001f02){#bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguidelinesF2}

Note: In case of high or irregular astigmatism, corrections should be made. One option is to do two measurements, the first with the biprism in horizontal position and the second in vertical position and the readings should be averaged. Another way of correcting large regular astigmatism (\> 3 D) is to align the red mark of the prism with the axis of the minus cylinder.

###### 

*Influence of corneal status, thickness and tear film on the intraocular pressure (IOP) value measured with the Goldmann Applanation Tonometry*.

  Cornea Status                   IOP reading erroneously high   IOP reading erroneously low
  ------------------------------ ------------------------------ -----------------------------
  Thin central cornea                                                         x
  Thick central cornea                         x                
  Epithelial oedema                                                           x
  Excessive tear film                                                         x
  Insufficient tear film                       x                
  Corneal refractive surgery\*                                                x

\**Corneal refractive surgeries alter tonometry reading since they modify thickness, curvature and structure of the cornea*.

###### 

*Differences in IOP between different tonometers and Goldmann Applanation Tonometry (GAT). Pooled estimates and summary 95% limits of agreement[@CR11]*.

     Tonometer      Mean Difference between Tonometer and GAT   95% Confidence Interval   95% Limits of Agreement   \% within 2 mmHg         
  ---------------- ------------------------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------ ------ ----
        DCT                            1.8                               +1.3                      +2.3                   -3.0         +6.6   47
        NCT                            0.3                               -0.1                      +0.7                   -3.5         +4.0   69
        ORA                            1.5                               +0.9                      +2.2                   -4.3         +7.3   45
      Ocuton S                         2.7                               -1.2                      +6.7                   -4.0         +9.6   33
     RT-(Icare)                        0.9                               +0.5                      +1.5                   -4.3         +6.3   51
      TonoPen                          0.2                               -0.4                      +0.9                   -5.2         +5.7   52
   Transpalpebral                     -0.5                               -1.3                      +0.3                   -7.0         +5.9   45

DCT = Dynamic Contour Tonometer; NCT = Non-Contact Tonometer; ORA = Ocular Response Analyzer; RT = Rebound Tonometer.

1.2 - Gonioscopy
----------------

Gonioscopy is an important part of the comprehensive adult eye examination and essential for evaluating patients suspected of having, or who do have glaucoma[@CR47] \[I,D\] (See FC II).

The purpose of gonioscopy is to inspect the anterior chamber angle. It is based on the recognition of angle landmarks and must always include an assessment of at least the following:

a.  level of iris insertion, both true and apparent

b.  shape of the peripheral iris profile

c.  width of the angle approach, i.e.: angular separation between the corneal endothelium and the anterior surface of the peripheral iris

d.  degree of trabecular pigmentation

e.  areas of iridotrabecular apposition or synechia

![](bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguideline.001uf01){#bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguidelinesUF1}

### 1.2.1 Anatomy

[Reference landmarks]{.ul}

Schwalbe's line: this collagen condensation of the Descemet's membrane between the trabecular meshwork and the corneal endothelium appears as a thin translucent line. Schwalbe's line may be prominent and anteriorly displaced (posterior embryotoxon), or there may be heavy pigmentation over it. A pigmented Schwalbe's line may be misinterpreted as the trabecular meshwork, particularly when the iris is convex. Indentation ('dynamic') gonioscopy and the corneal wedge method are helpful to distinguish between the structures by reliably identifying Schwalbe's line.

Trabecular Meshwork (TM): this extends posteriorly from Schwalbe's line to the scleral spur. Close to Schwalbe's line is the non-functional trabecular meshwork, blending into to the posterior, functional and usually pigmented TM. If the TM is not seen in 180° or more, angle closure is present. Most difficulties concerning examination of the TM relate to the determination of whether observed features are normal or pathological (particularly pigmentation), blood vessels and iris processes.

Pigmentation: pigment is found predominantly in the posterior meshwork. It is seen in adults, rarely before puberty and the extent can be highly variable. The most common conditions associated with dense pigmentation are: pseudoexfoliation syndrome, pigment dispersion syndrome, previous trauma, previous laser treatment of the iris, uveitis and after an acute angle-closure attack.

Blood vessels: these are often found in normal iridocorneal angles. They characteristically have a radial or circumferential orientation, have few anastomoses and do not run across the scleral spur. They can be seen most easily in subjects with blue irides. Pathological vessels are usually thinner, have a disordered orientation and may run across the scleral spur to form a neovascular membrane. Abnormal vessels are also seen in Fuchs' heterochromic iridocyclitis and chronic anterior uveitis.

Schlemm's canal: is not normally visible, though it may be seen if it contains blood. Blood reflux from episcleral veins may occur in cases of carotid-cavernous fistulae, Sturge Weber syndrome, venous compression, ocular hypotony, sickle cell disease or due to suction from the goniolens.

Scleral spur: is of white appearance and located between the pigmented TM and the ciliary body.

Iris processes: are present in one third of normal eyes, more evident in younger subjects. When numerous and prominent they may represent a form of Axenfeld-Rieger syndrome/ anomaly. They are distinguished from goniosynechiae which are thicker and wider and may go beyond the scleral spur.

Ciliary band and iris root: the iris insertion is usually at the anterior face of the ciliary body, though the site is variable. The ciliary band may be wide, as in myopia, aphakia or following trauma, or narrow or not seen as in hyperopia and anterior insertion of the iris.

### 1.2.2 Techniques

Gonioscopy is an essential part of all glaucoma patients evaluation \[I,D\]. Gonioscopy should always be performed in a dark room, using the thinnest slit beam, taking care to avoid shining the light through the pupil because of pupil constriction in light exposure[@CR51], [@CR52] \[I,D\]. There are two main techniques for viewing the anterior chamber angle:

-   **Direct Gonioscopy**

    The use of some contact goniolenses like the Koeppe or Barkan lens permits the light from the anterior chamber to pass through the cornea so that the angle may be viewed ([Fig. 1.3](#bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguidelinesF3){ref-type="fig"} top).

-   **Indirect Gonioscopy**

    The light from the anterior chamber is made to exit via a mirror built into a contact glass ([Fig. 1.3](#bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguidelinesF3){ref-type="fig"}. bottom).

![](bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguideline.001f03){#bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguidelinesF3}

**The most common Gonioscopy lenses**:

###### 

*Influence of corneal status, thickness and tear film on the intraocular pressure (IOP) value measured with the Goldmann Applanation Tonometry*.

  ---------- ------------------------------------------------------------------
  Direct     Koeppe (contact fluid required)
             Layden (sized for infants; contact fluid required)
             Worst
  Indirect   Posner or Zeiss or Sussman 4 mirror (contact fluid not required)
             Goldmann lens, 1 to 4 mirrors (contact fluid required)
             CGA 1.4^©^ Lasag (contact fluid required)
             Magnaview (contact fluid required)
  ---------- ------------------------------------------------------------------

#### 1.2.2.1 'Dynamic indentation' gonioscopy

It is recommended to use a small diameter lens for indentation (e.g.: 4-mirror) \[I,D\]. When gentle pressure is applied by the lens on the center of the cornea, the aqueous humour is pushed back. In appositional angle-closure, the angle can be re-opened. If there is adhesion between the iris and the meshwork, as in goniosynechiae, that portion of angle remains closed ([Fig. 1.4(3)](#bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguidelinesF4){ref-type="fig"}).

When pupillary block is the prevalent mechanism the iris becomes peripherally concave during indentation. In iris plateau configuration this iris concavity will not be extended by indentation to the extreme periphery, which is a sign of anteriorly placed ciliary processes (double hump sign). When the crystalline lens has a particularly prominent role, indentation causes the iris to move only slightly backwards, retaining a convex profile ([Fig. 1.4(4)](#bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguidelinesF4){ref-type="fig"}).

To differentiate appositional from synechial closure "indentation" or "dynamic" gonioscopy is essential.

![*Dynamic indentation gonioscopy. When no angle structure is directly visible before indentation, angle-closure may be present, and it can be synechial or appositional (1). If during indentation the iris moves peripherally backwards and the angle recess widens (2), the picture in (1) is to be interpreted as appositional closure and a suspicion of relative pupillary block is raised (2). When during indentation the angle widens but iris strands remain attached to the angle outer wall (3), the picture in (1) is to be interpreted as synechial closure. A large and/or anteriorly displaced lens causes the iris to move only slightly and evenly backwards during indentation (4) making the lens a likely component of angle-closure*.](bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguideline.001f04){#bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguidelinesF4}

#### 1.2.2.2 Gonioscopy technique without indentation

With indirect Goldmann-type lenses it is preferable to start by viewing the inferior angle, which often appears wider than the superior angle, because it is easier to identify the different structures. Then to continue rotating the mirror \[II,D\]. The anterior surface of the lens should be kept perpendicular to the observation axis so that the appearance of the angle structure is not changed as the examination proceeds. The four quadrants are examined by a combination of slit-lamp movements and prism rotation.

In case of a narrow approach, it is possible to improve the visualization of the angle recess by asking the patient to look in the direction of the mirror being used.

[Practical points]{.ul}

-   **Related to the technique**

    Gonioscopy should be performed in a dark room and with a small slit beam \[I,D\]. The most widely used technique is indirect gonioscopy where the angle is viewed in a mirror of the lens. The position of the globe is of importance. Angle width grading must be performed with the eye in primary position to avoid misclassification. If the patient looks in the direction of the mirror the angle appears wider and vice versa. A second pitfall is inadvertent pressure over the cornea, which will push back the iris, and gives an erroneously wide appearance to the angle. This occurs when the diameter of the lens is smaller than the corneal diameter e.g.: 4-mirror lenses. With a large diameter goniolens, indentation is transmitted to the periphery of the cornea distorting the angle.

-   **Related to the anatomy**

    Recognition of angle structures may be impaired by variations in the anterior segment structures like poor pigmentation, iris convexity or existence of pathological structures.

[Pharmacological mydriasis]{.ul}

Dilation of the pupil with topical or systemic drugs can trigger angle-closure. Angle-closure attacks can occur, even bilaterally, in patients treated with systemic parasympatholytics before, during or after abdominal surgery and has been reported with many systemic drugs such as serotonergic 'appetite' suppressants[@CR53].

Although pharmacological mydriasis with topical tropicamide and neosynephrine is safe in the general population even in eyes with a narrow approach, IOP elevation can occur in occasional patients (approx. 10%)[@CR54]. Screening with van Herick's test can detect angles at risk prior to dilating ([Fig. 1.6](#bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguidelinesF6){ref-type="fig"}).

[Systemic drugs with effects on the angle]{.ul}

Theoretically, although any psychoactive drugs have the potential to cause angle-closure, it is unlikely that pre-treatment gonioscopy findings alone are of help to rule out such risk. In eyes with narrow angles, it makes sense to repeat gonioscopy and tonometry after initiation of treatment \[II,D\]. Prophylactic laser iridotomy needs to be evaluated against the risks of angle-closure or of withdrawal of the systemic treatment \[II,D\]. (See Ch. 2.4). None of these drugs is contraindicated per se in open-angle glaucoma. Ciliochoroidal detachment with bilateral angle-closure has been reported after oral sulpha drugs and topiramate[@CR55].

### 1.2.3 Grading

The use of a grading system for gonioscopy is highly desirable[@CR48], [@CR56], [@CR57] \[I,D\]. It stimulates the observer to use a systematic approach in evaluating angle anatomy, it allows comparison of findings at different times in the same patients, or to classify different patients.

The Spaeth gonioscopy grading system is the most detailed ([Fig. 1.5)](#bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguidelinesF5){ref-type="fig"} [@CR48].

Other practical grading systems are those of Shaffer[@CR58] and Kanski[@CR59]; both are based on angle width and visibility of the structures.

![*The Spaeth Grading System of gonioscopy finding*.](bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguideline.001f05){#bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguidelinesF5}

![*The Van Herick test*.](bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguideline.001f06){#bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguidelinesF6}

#### 1.2.3.1 Slit lamp-grading of peripheral AC depth - The Van Herick Method

The Van Herick grading is an important part of any comprehensive eye examination ([Fig. 1.6](#bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguidelinesF6){ref-type="fig"}) \[II,D\]. This method is very useful if a goniolens is not available[@CR57], [@CR60] \[I,D\] and can identify the need for gonioscopy in patients not otherwise suspected of glaucoma but it is not a substitute for gonioscopy. This technique is based on the use of corneal thickness as a unit measure of the depth of the anterior chamber at the furthest periphery, preferably on the temporal side.

Grade 0 represents iridocorneal contact.

A space between iris and corneal endothelium of \< 1/4 corneal thickness, is a Shaffer grade I. When the space is ≥ 1/4 \< 1/2 corneal thickness the grade is II. A grade III is considered not occludable, with an irido/endothelia l distance ≥ 1/2 corneal thickness.

### 1.2.4 Anterior Segment Imaging Techniques

UBM, anterior segment OCT and Scheimpflug cameras can be useful in some circumstances. Added to gonioscopy, these techniques help elucidate the mechanism of angle-closure in many cases \[II,D\]. Due to their limited availability and costs however, they are applied to cases which are most difficult to interpret[@CR61]. UBM is very helpful in diagnosis behind the iris and the pigmented epithelium (tumours, cysts). Anterior segment OCT and Scheimpflug cameras are suitable for volumetric measurements and documentation of the dynamics of the chamber angle at different light conditions. These instruments currently give information only on the examined sector and not about the total circumference. None of these imaging methods provides sufficient information about the anterior chamber angle anatomy to be considered a substitute for gonioscopy[@CR70]

1.3 - Optic Nerve Head and Retinal Nerve Fibre Layer
----------------------------------------------------

Glaucoma changes the appearance of the optic nerve head (ONH) and the retinal nerve fibre layer (RNFL) in a characteristic fashion.

Contour changes can best be appreciated with a magnified stereoscopic view. Therefore the initial examination, and follow-up examinations for contour change, should be made preferably through a dilated pupil \[I,D\]. Interim examinations, aimed at detecting striking features such as disc haemorrhages, may be performed through an undilated pupil stereoscopic examination of the posterior pole is best performed with a:

-   Indirect non-contact fundus lens with sufficient magnification at the slit-lamp or

-   Direct contact fundus lens at the slit-lamp

The direct ophthalmoscope is also useful for ONH and RNFL examination. Although three-dimensional information using parallax movements is possible, binocular examination through a dilated pupil is superior. The clinical evaluation of the ONH and RNFL should assess the following features \[I,D\].

### 1.3.1 Clinical Examination - Qualitative

#### 1.3.1.1 Neuroretinal Rim

In a healthy eye, the shape of the rim is influenced by size, shape and tilting of the optic nerve head. The disc is usually slightly vertically oval, often more so in black subjects who may also have larger discs. In normal sized discs, the neuroretinal rim is typically at least as wide at the 12 and 6 o'clock positions as elsewhere and usually widest (83% of eyes) in the infero-temporal sector, followed by the supero-temporal, nasal and then temporal sectors (the 'ISNT' rule, see [fig. 1.10](#bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguidelinesF10){ref-type="fig"})[@CR90].

This pattern is less obvious in larger discs, in which the rim is distributed more evenly and in a smaller discs where cupping may not be evident. Larger and a smaller discs are harder to interpret: e.g., in small discs the changes associated with glaucoma may not result in cupping, but 'saucerization' of the disc surface instead, and in large optic discs the normal rim is relatively narrow and can potentially be misinterpreted as glaucomatous.

The exit of the optic nerve from the eye may be oblique, giving rise to a tilted disc. Tilted discs are more common in myopic eyes, and show a wider, gently sloping rim in one disc sector and a narrower, more sharply-defined rim in the opposite sector. Discs in highly myopic eyes are even harder to interpret.

Glaucoma is characterized by progressive narrowing of the neuroretinal rim. The pattern of rim loss varies and may take the form of diffuse narrowing, localized notching, or both in combination ([Fig. 1.7](#bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguidelinesF7){ref-type="fig"}). Narrowing of the rim, while occurring in all disc sectors, is generally more common and greatest at the inferior and superior poles[@CR91]

![*Progression of glaucomatous damage at the optic disc*:\
*Early localized loss (A1), advancing to localized plus diffuse rim loss (A2)*.\
*Early localized rim loss, polar notches (B1); more advanced polar notches (B2). Diffuse or concentric rim loss, early (C1); advanced (C2)*.\
*Diffuse rim loss (D1), followed by localized r im loss (notch) (D2)*.](bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguideline.001f07){#bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguidelinesF7}

#### 1.3.1.2 Retinal nerve fibre layer

The RNFL appearance is best assessed with a red-free (green) photograph. Clinically, the RNFL can be assessed with the red-free light or a short, narrow beam of bright white light at high magnification to explore the parapapillary region. In healthy eyes, smaller retinal vessels are embedded in the RNFL. The RNFL surface is best seen if the focus is adjusted just anterior to the retinal vessels.

The fibre bundles are seen as silver striations. About two disc diameters from the disc the RNFL thins and feathers out. Slit-like, groove-like, or spindle-shaped apparent defects, narrower than the retinal vessels, may be seen in the normal fundus. The RNFL becomes less visible with age, and is more difficult to see in less pigmented fundi.

Defects are best seen within two disc diameters of the disc. Focal (wedge and slit) defects are seen as dark bands, wider than retinal vessels and extending from the disc margin, unless obscured by vessels. These focal defects are more easily seen than generalized thinning of the RNFL, which manifests as a loss of brightness and density of striations. When the RNFL is thinned, the blood vessel walls are sharp and the vessels appear to stand out in relief against a matt background. The initial abnormality in glaucoma may be either diffuse thinning or localized defects. Since the prevalence of RNFL defects is \< 3% in the normal population, their presence is likely to be pathological[@CR96].

#### 1.3.1.3 Optic disc haemorrhages

The prevalence of small ('splinter') haemorrhages on or bordering the optic disc has been estimated to be ≤ 0.2% in the normal population[@CR99]. On the other hand, a large proportion of glaucoma patients have optic disc haemorrhages (ODHs) at one time or another ([Fig. 1.8](#bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguidelinesF8){ref-type="fig"}). They are very often overlooked at clinical examinations, and are easier to find in photographs[@CR100]. Many studies have shown that ODHs are associated with disease progression.

![*Optic disc haemorrhage*.](bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguideline.001f08){#bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguidelinesF8}

#### 1.3.1.4 Vessels at the optic disc

Narrowing of the neuroretinal tissue will change the position of the vessels at the optic disc with bending, bayoneting or baring of circumlinear vessels. Those positional changes are particularly important to observe when looking for progression, in comparison to a baseline photo.

#### 1.3.1.5 Parapapillary atrophy

Parapapillary atrophy can be differentiated into an Alpha zone, which is present in almost any eye, and into a Beta zone, which is present in approximately 25% of normal eyes and in a significantly higher percentage of eyes with glaucoma[@CR104].

The Alpha zone has been defined as irregular hyperpigmentation and hypopigmentation and it is located in the periphery of parapapillary atrophy. The Beta zone is characterized by visible sclera and visible large choroidal vessels and a location between the peripapillary ring and Alpha zone. Both zones are usually located at the temporal margin of the optic disc, more often in the inferotemporal region than in the superotemporal region. Histologically, the Alpha zone corresponds to irregularities in the retinal pigment epithelium, and the Beta zone shows a complete loss of retinal pigment epithelium, an almost complete loss of photoreceptors and a closure of the choriocapillaris. The Beta zone may be associated with a greater amount of glaucomatous optic neuropathy and a higher risk of further progression of glaucoma[@CR107]. The location of the Beta zone outside the optic disc spatially correlates with the location of the most marked loss of neuroretinal rim inside of the optic disc, together with the longest distance to the central retinal vessel trunk in the optic nerve head[@CR104]. In clinical routine, a large ophthalmoscopical Beta zone (in particular in non-myopic eyes) should be regarded as an extra clue, and not as a definite sign of glaucoma ([Fig. 1.9](#bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguidelinesF9){ref-type="fig"}) \[I,C\].

![*ONH with parapapillary atrophy. The Alpha zone is located peripheral to beta zone, and is characterized by irregular hypo-and hyperpigmentation. The Beta zone of atrophy is adjacent to the optic disc edge, external to Elschnig's ring (a white circular band that separates the intra-from the peri-papillary area of the optic disc), with visible sclera and large choroidal*.](bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguideline.001f09){#bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguidelinesF9}

#### 1.3.1.6 The ISNT rule

In normal eyes with a normal optic disc shape, with a greater vertical diameter, the neuroretinal rim shows a characteristic shape: it is usually widest at the inferior disc pole, followed by the superior disc pole, the nasal disc region, and finally the temporal disc region[@CR108]. For mnemonic reasons, this sequence of disc sectors was abbreviated as "ISNT" (Inferior-Superior-Nasal-Temporal) rule. In many eyes, the rim can be wider superiorly than inferiorly, however in almost all normal eyes the rim is smallest in the temporal 60° of the optic nerve head ([Fig. 1.10](#bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguidelinesF10){ref-type="fig"}). The most important letter in the "ISNT"-rule is therefore the "T". The application of the ISNT rule is helpful for detecting early glaucomatous optic nerve damage, since in the early stage of glaucoma, the rim gets smaller preferentially in temporal inferior disc region or the temporal superior disc region, leading to a rim shape in which the rim can be equal in width in the inferior or superior region as compared with the temporal region. For the assessment of the ISNT rule, it is important to consider that the area of the peripapillary ring does not belong to the neuroretinal rim. It holds true in particular for the temporal disc region.

![*The ISNT rule*.](bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguideline.001f10){#bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguidelinesF10}

### 1.3.2 Clinical Examination - Quantitative

#### 1.3.2.1 Optic disc size (vertical disc diameter)

The optic disc size greatly varies in the population. The width of the rim and, conversely, the size of the cup, vary with the overall size of the disc. The mean vertical disc diameter is approximately 1.5 mm[@CR109].

The vertical diameter of the optic disc can be measured at the slit lamp using a handheld high power convex lens. The slit beam should be coaxial with the observation axis; a narrow beam is used to measure the vertical disc diameter using the inner margin of the white Elschnig's ring as the reference. A correction factor needs to be used depending on the magnification of the handheld lens ([Fig. 1.11](#bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguidelinesF11){ref-type="fig"}).

![*Optic disc size assessed at the slit lamp with handheld high power convex lens*.](bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguideline.001f11){#bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguidelinesF11}

  ------------------- ----------------- ----------- ----------------
         lens          +60D Volk-Nikon   +78D Volk   +90 Volk-Nikon
   correction factor      0.94-1.03        1.13         136-1.59
  ------------------- ----------------- ----------- ----------------

  Measured vertical diameter of optic disc                                        
  ------------------------------------------ --------------- -------------------- ---------------
  *Disc area*                                *\<1.6 mm^2^*   *1.6 to 2.8 mm^2^*   *\>2.8 mm^2^*
  Volk 60 D                                  \<1.65 mm       1.65 to 2.2 mm       \>2.2 mm
  78 D                                       \<1.3 mm        1.3 to 1.75 mm       \>1.75 mm
  90 D                                       \<1.1 mm        1.1 to 1.45 mm       \>1.45 mm
  Superfield                                 \<1.15 mm       1.15 to 1.50 mm      \>1.5 mm
  Digital 1.0x                               \<1.5 mm        1.5 to 1.95 mm       \>1.95 mm
  Super 66                                   \<1.45 mm       1.45 to 1.9 mm       \>1.9 mm
  Nikon 60 D                                 \<1.45 mm       1.45 to 1.9 mm       \>1.9 mm
  90 D                                       \<0.95 mm       0.95 to 1.25 mm      \>1.25 mm
  Haag-Streit Goldmann                       \<1.3 mm        1.3 to 1.7 mm        \>1.7 mm

#### 1.3.2.2 Rim Width and Cup/Disc ratio

A large Cup/Disc Ratio (CDR) has been used as a sign of glaucoma damage. However, the CDR depends on the disc size, and a large CDR in normal large discs may be erroneously considered glaucomatous and a small CDR in glaucomatous small discs may be erroneously considered as normal[@CR110] ([Fig. 1.12](#bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguidelinesF12){ref-type="fig"}). The use of CDR to classify patients is not recommended and the attention should be focused on the disc rim \[I,D\].

In healthy eyes, cupping tends to be symmetrical between the two eyes, the vertical CDR difference being less than 0.2 in over 96% of normal subjects. A difference in CDR between eyes with equal optic disc size is suggestive of acquired damage and glaucoma.

![*Optic nerve heads with different disc areas but with the same rim area and the same number of retinal nerve fibres: small size disc (disc area less than 2 mm² and C/D=0.3), mid-size disc (disc area between 2 and 3 mm², C/D=0.5) and large disc (disc area greater than 3 mm² and C/D=0.8)*.](bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguideline.001f12){#bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguidelinesF12}

### 1.3.3 Recording of the Optic Nerve Head (ONH) Features

At baseline, some form of imaging is recommended to provide a record of the ONH appearance \[I,D\]. If colour photos are not available, a detailed manual drawing is recommended. Even if it is difficult to draw a good picture of the ONH, the act of making a drawing encourages a thorough clinical evaluation of ONH \[II,D\].

Stereoscopic is preferred to non-stereoscopic photography \[I,D\]. Colour photography with a 15° field gives optimal magnification. Sequential photographs can be used to detect progression of optic disc damage.

#### 1.3.3.1 Quantitative Imaging

Quantitative imaging of the optic nerve head, retinal nerve fibre layer and inner macular layers have been widely used to assist glaucoma diagnosis and to detect glaucomatous progression during follow-up.

#### 1.3.3.2 Classification

For cross sectional classification, imaging instruments typically provide three potential outcomes: "within normal limits", "borderline" and "outside normal limits". No imaging device provides a clinical diagnosis but just a statistical result, based on comparison of the measured parameters with the corresponding normative database of healthy eyes. Therefore an interpretation of the result in the context of all clinical data is mandatory \[I,D\]. The clinician should also assess the quality of the image and analysis and judge whether the normative database is relevant for the particular patient before including the classification in the assessment of the patient \[I,D\]. For instance, imaging artefacts and software errors are quite common and more frequent in eyes that are highly myopic or have very tilted nerves, and few devices have normative data appropriate to these eyes. The various imaging technologies have their own advantages and limitations, and their classification shows only partial agreement in early glaucoma[@CR111]. In addition, agreement between classification with quantitative imaging and visual field testing is only moderate in early glaucoma.

#### 1.3.3.3 Detection of progression

Most commercial imaging devices have software for quantifying glaucomatous progression, including the rate of progression. The classification algorithms described above should not be used to assess progression \[I,D\]. In general, normative databases are not needed for progression analysis because the patient's baseline images provide the reference for change. High quality baselines images are, therefore, of considerable importance. The user should assess the test series for the quality of images and software analysis before including the software output in the assessment of the patient \[I,D\]. Agreement between structural progression and functional deterioration, over the relatively short duration of reported studies, is only partial or poor[@CR112], [@CR113].

Provided the images in a series are of good quality and progression analysis is

consistent over several tests, imaging devices provide useful data, additional to those gained from visual field testing, concerning a patient's glaucoma damage.

#### 1.3.3.4 Imaging instruments

A complete list of all available technologies is beyond the scope of the guidelines.

-   Heidelberg Retina Tomography (HRT)

    The Heidelberg Retina Tomograph (Heidelberg Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany) is used to profile and measure the three-dimensional anatomy of the optic nerve head and surrounding tissues. It can also detect progressive changes in optic nerve head surface topography. To classify an optic nerve head, three methods can be used: the Moorfields Regression Analysis (MRA), the linear discriminant analysis formulas and the Glaucoma Probability Score (GPS)[@CR114]. The classification algorithms tend to over-report 'outside normal limits' in large optic discs. For progression analysis, the software provides a map of surface height changes compared to baseline (Topographic Change Analysis \[TCA\]); the area and volume of changing regions is presented as a plot over time. Graphs of rim area over time are also available.

-   Scanning laser polarimetry (GDx-ECC)

    The GDx-ECC instrument (Carl Zeiss Meditech Inc., Dublin, CA, USA) measures retinal nerve fibre layer thickness around the optic nerve head on the basis of retardation of the illuminating laser light. All polarizing structures in the eye cause retardation, especially the cornea. With Enhanced Corneal Compensation (ECC), polarization artefacts arising both from the anterior segment and behind the retina are attenuated[@CR117]. The main parameter to help distinguish healthy subjects from glaucomatous patients is the NFI (nerve fibre indicator), although clinicians should also evaluate the distribution of the retinal nerve fibre layer around the optic disc (the 'TNSIT' curve). Trend and change from baseline analyses for progression are available.

-   Optical coherence tomography (OCT)

    Optical coherence tomography is based on interferometry. Current instruments, Fourier-domain (FD) or Spectral domain (SD) and swept-source OCT systems, provide faster image acquisition, higher resolution and better image segmentation than time-domain OCT. Several companies produce FD/SD OCT instruments. Their technical, software and normative database characteristics vary; thus the values measured with different OCT systems are not interchangeable. Three main parameter groups are measured and analysed for classification and detection of progression: Optic Nerve Head, Retinal Nerve Fibre Layer and Ganglion Cell Complex. In general, the optic nerve head parameters with OCT may be less informative than the retinal nerve fibre layer and the ganglion cell complex parameters[@CR118]. To identify and measure glaucomatous progression with OCT systems trend analysis of the retinal nerve fibre layer thickness and inner macular retinal thickness parameters are particularly useful[@CR119].

**How to use imaging at baseline \[II,D\]**

Glaucoma suspects with normal or unreliable visual field Glaucoma with early and moderate damage

**How to use imaging for monitoring progression \[II,D\]**

Frequency should be similar to that for VF testing

-   Patients should be followed with the same test/method to facilitate estimation of progression \[I,D\].

-   Baseline, repeated within 3 months after baseline, and then up to 4 more times in the first two years in case of high risk of progression \[II,D\].

-   Baseline, repeated annually, for ocular hypertensives \[II,D\].

Although knowing the test-retest variability would be indispensable in determining the optimal frequency of performing imaging tests, in every-day clinical work it seems currently impossible to take into account the large number of parameters and their largely variable reproducibility nor to verify the cost effectiveness of imaging for glaucoma[@CR120].

1.4 - Perimetry
---------------

### 1.4.1 Perimetry Techniques

Visual field testing is important for the diagnosis of glaucoma, and even more important for follow-up and management of glaucoma \[I,D\].

A complete list of all available technologies and strategies is beyond the scope of the guidelines.

#### 1.4.1.1 Computerised and manual perimetry

Static computerised perimetry should be preferred in glaucoma management. Kinetic e.g. Goldmann perimetry is not suitable for detection of early glaucomatous field loss and small defects will often be lost between isopters[@CR121].

Computerised perimetry is also less subjective; the results are numerical and tools for computer-assisted interpretation are available. Manual kinetic perimetry may be helpful in patients who are unable to perform automated perimetry.

#### 1.4.1.2 Standard Automated Perimetry - SAP

Glaucoma perimetry has become more standardised over time and today the term Standard Automated perimetry (SAP) is often used. SAP refers to static computerised threshold perimetry of the central visual field performed with white stimuli on a dimmer white background.

-   [Test algorithms and programs]{.ul}

    In glaucoma care threshold perimetry is the recommended standard \[I,D\]. Commonly used threshold algorithms are: 'SITA Standard' and 'SITA Fast' in the Humphrey perimeter. SITA Fast has the advantage of reduced test time but this may come at the cost of increased variability. In the Octopus perimeter the commonly used threshold algorithms called the 'Dynamic Strategy'. TOP algorithm is more rapid, but may have lower resolution than other threshold tests because threshold values are determined by averaging test results from several adjacent test point locations[@CR122].

    Glaucoma perimetry is performed using a Goldmann size III stimulus in the central 25--30° field where the great majority of retinal ganglion cells are located \[I,D\].

    Common test point patterns are the identical 30-2 and 32 test point patterns of the Humphrey and Octopus perimeters respectively and G1 and G2 patterns of the Octopus, which cover the central 30°. A commonly used pattern is the 24-2 pattern of the Humphrey perimeter, which covers a somewhat smaller area and thereby reduces test time. Only a small amount of information is lost if the smaller patterns are used as compared to the larger ones, and common test artefacts from, e.g., trial lens rims or droopy lids are less common with the more central patterns.

-   [Selecting a test]{.ul}

    It is recommended that clinicians select and familiarise themselves with suitable SAP tests. Patients should be followed with the same test to facilitate estimation of progression \[I,D\]. For those with very advanced disease it may be necessary to consider using a Goldmann size V stimulus rather than size III, or a perimetric strategy which focuses more closely on the remaining area of visual field. In both perimeters one may use test point patterns covering only the central 10° of the field in eyes which have only 'tunnel' fields left, e.g. the Octopus M1 or M2 or the Humphrey 10-2 \[I,D\].

    The Humphrey Field Analyzer and the Octopus perimeter are the two most commonly used SAP perimeters in Europe. Other less frequently used SAP perimeters also having threshold programmes are available.

#### 1.4.1.3 Non-conventional perimetry

Other modalities of computerised perimetry use different stimuli to SAP. Examples are SWAP (Short Wavelength Automated Perimetry), FDT (Frequency Doubling Technology), HEP (Heidelberg Edge Perimetry) and HRP (High-pass resolution perimetry or ring perimetry) and flicker perimetry. There is insufficient evidence that these tests offer any advantage over SAP[@CR123].

![*Consider the reliability of the test before making decisions based on it*.](bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguideline.001uf02){#bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguidelinesUF2}

#### 1.4.1.4 Patient instructions

The role of the operator is of great importance. To patients who are naive to the test, the operator must explain what to expect and how to react to stimuli. The operator needs to be in the vicinity of the perimeter to react to any patient queries \[I,D\]. A quiet, dimly lit environment should be ensured. A short demonstration, before the actual test starts, will also help patients understand the test. The operator should have taken the tests to better understand the experience of taking the test. It should be explained that most stimuli will be very dim and even patients with normal visual fields will be expected to 'miss' many stimuli \[II,D\].

### 1.4.2 Interpreting test results

#### 1.4.2.1 Printouts

Humphrey and Octopus both provide similar statistical analyses of single field test results presented on printouts containing maps of the visual field plus visual field indices and other means of interpreting a test result.

-   [The numerical threshold map]{.ul} provides the 'raw' estimated threshold values a teach test point location.

-   [The grey scale or colour coded map]{.ul} provides a graphical representation of the numerical threshold map.

-   [The numerical total deviation map]{.ul} shows point-wise differences between the age-corrected normal threshold value at each test point location and the measured value.

-   [The numerical pattern deviation map]{.ul} shows the same values but after correction for diffuse loss of sensitivity. Thus, it highlights focal loss of sensitivity.

-   [Probability maps]{.ul} provide the statistical significance of the numerical deviations.

#### 1.4.2.2 Reliability indices

These indices are meant to estimate patient reliability. With proper instructions almost all patients are able perform reliable tests.

High frequencies of false positive answers (FP), are clearly a sign of poor reliability, but high frequencies of false negatives (FN) are of relatively little value. High rates of fixation losses (FL) may indicate poor attention to the fixation target. In most modern perimeters patients' fixation is continuously monitored during the test by an automatic eye/gaze tracker.

The operator has an important role in monitoring in assessing the reliability of the test as it is performed and informing the clinician e.g. by annotating the test result if necessary.

#### 1.4.2.3 Visual field indices

Visual field indices are numbers summarising perimetric test results. An useful index is MD (mean defect in the Octopus system or mean deviation in the Humphrey system). MD represents the average difference between normal age-corrected sensitivity values and the measured threshold values at all test point locations. A new index developed for the Humphrey perimeter is VFI, which is similar to the MD value but more centrally weighted, expressed in percent rather than in decibels and more resistant to diffuse loss[@CR127], [@CR128].

The global indices include PSD (Humphrey) and LV (Octopus) measure the local spatial variability of the visual field. PSD and LV can be used for diagnosis, but they are less informative than the probability maps. Software to produce graphs mapping visual field loss to expected anatomical regions is available.

#### 1.4.2.4 Recording the visual field indices

A simple method to record serial data from VF is the GSS; this will give a visual overview, without any statistical support 129, 130

#### 1.4.2.5 Summarising diagnostic features

[The Glaucoma Hemifield Test (GHT)]{.ul}The Glaucoma Hemifield Test is incorporated in the Humphrey perimeter. This analysis classifies results as 'within normal limits', 'outside normal limits' or 'borderline'. The classification of outside normal limits is designed to identify glaucoma. Two more GHT classifications are 'general depression of sensitivity' and 'abnormally high sensitivity which goes hand in hand with high frequencies of FP responses'.[The Bebié curve]{.ul}The Bebié curve or the cumulative defect curve in the Octopus system is a summary graph of localised and diffuse sensitivity loss. In entirely diffuse loss the curve of the measured sensitivities is lower than but parallel to the displayed normal curve. In focal loss the right part of the measured curve is depressed as compared to the normal reference curve.[D iagno sis ba s e d on cluste re d p oints]{.ul}Clustered test point locations with significantly reduced sensitivity are more reliable indicators of early glaucomatous field loss than scattered points. A rule, which is of ten used to classif y a test result as glaucomatous, stipulates a minimum of three clustered points with significantly depressed sensitivity, of which one should have a significance of p\<1% \[I,D\]. Usually, the test point locations immediately surrounding the blind spot are ignored in this analysis.

#### 1.4.2.6 Confirmation of classification

Field defects which appear clearly glaucomatous and fit with the clinical picture may not need confirmation to support a diagnosis \[I,D\]. Visual fields with subtle defects may require confirmatory tests. (See FC IV).

**The learning effect**.

Many subjects show an improvement in performance reflected as improved reliability and sensitivity over the first few tests.

![FC IV - Diagnostic strategy when initial visual Field is abnormal](bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguideline.001uf03){#bjophthalmol-2016-EGSguidelinesUF3}

#### 1.4.2.7 Assessing progression

In follow-up it is important to know whether the visual field of an eye is deteriorating and the rate of progression \[I,D\]. When assessing change from baseline, apparent progression needs to be confirmed in two or more tests \[I,D\].

There are two main approaches to computer-assisted progression analyses:

1.  [Event analyses]{.ul} (designed to answer the question of whether the field has progressed) With Glaucoma Change Probability Maps (GCPMs) all visual field tests are compared to baseline consisting of an average of two baseline tests. Test point locations that have deteriorated more than the expected test-retest variation are flagged. Eyes that show deterioration of at least three test point locations are flagged as possibly progressing if the finding is repeated in two consecutive tests and likely progressing if existing in three consecutive tests. The rules used in EMGT[@CR131] are part of the HVF Analyser's guided progression analyses (GPA) program.

2.  2\. [Trend analyses]{.ul} (quantify the rate of progression)

    The perimetric rate of progression is the velocity of worsening of the visual field, and is usually measured by performing linear regression analysis of the MD index or the newer VFI index over time. With MD rate of progression is expressed in dB/year, and with VFI in %/year.

    Trend analysis of global indices includes linear regression of MD and VFI for the Humphrey and linear regression of MD, LV, DD and LD for the Octopus. The Octopus provides trend analysis of functionally related clusters of test points. Several stand-alone software programs are available to perform trend analysis of individual test locations, clusters or global indices, depending on the product. These include Peridata, PROGRESSOR and Eye Suite. Some of the systems described above use trend data to try to predict the future status of the visual field.

#### 1.4.2.8 Number of tests

Commonly used event and trend analyses require at least five and preferably more tests to detect progression. However in some cases progression may be detected before this. This demonstrates the need for relatively frequent perimetry in those eyes where it is considered necessary to find early progression.

Determining the rate of progression of an individual eye requires a long enough time span (at least two years) and enough field tests. It is important to identify eyes showing a fast rate of progression at an early stage. Ideally, all newly diagnosed glaucoma patients should be tested with SAP three times per year during the first two years after diagnosis \[II,D\].

### 1.4.3 Staging of Visual Field Defects

When discussing disease stages in glaucoma, the status of the visual field is often used as the most important reference. A discrete-levels staging system[@CR132], modified from the Hodapp-Parrish classification[@CR133] has been in use for several years.

The GSS use a combination of MD and PSD to chart the stage of damage[@CR129], [@CR130]. Staging systems may be of great interest in scientific studies, cost studies *et cetera*, but they are of limited value in clinical management.

Ideally for glaucoma management one should be able to detect and quantify disease progression in small steps rather than identifying only the transition from one stage to the next \[I,D\].

**The Hodapp Classification**

**EARLY GLAUCOMATOUS LOSS** MD \< -6 dBFewer than 18 points depressed below the 5% probability level and fewer than 10 points below the p \< 1% levelNo point in the central 5 degrees with a sensitivity of less than 15 dB

**MODERATE GLAUCOMATOUS LOSS** MD \< -12 dBFewer than 37 points depressed below the 5% probability level and fewer than 20 points below the p \< 1% levelNo absolute deficit (0 dB) in the 5 central degreesOnly one hemifield with sensitivity of \< 15 dB in the 5 central degrees

**ADVANCED GLAUCOMATOUS LOSS** MD \> -12 dBMore than 37 points depressed below the 5% probability level or more than 20 points below the p \< 1% levelAbsolute deficit (0 dB) in the 5 central degreesSensitivity \< 15 dB in the 5 central degrees in both hemifields
